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NEW QUESTION: 1
A marketing firm's networking team is trying to troubleshoot
user complaints regarding access to audio-streaming material
from the Internet. The networking team asks you to check the
object and rule configuration settings for the perimeter
Security Gateway. Which SmartConsole application should you use
to check these objects and rules?
A. SmartDashboard
B. SmartView Status
C. SmartView Tracker
D. SmartView Monitor
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following virtualization characteristics allows
the use of different types of physical types or physical
servers?
A. Scalability
B. Security
C. Hardware independence
D. Variable costs
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Virtualization is a conversion process that translates unique
IT hardware into emulated and standardized software-based
copies. Through hardware independence, virtual servers can
easily be moved to another virtualization host, automatically
resolving multiple hardware-software incompatibility issues. As
a result, cloning and manipulating virtual IT resources is much
easier than duplicating physical hardware.
References:
http://whatiscloud.com/virtualization_technology/hardware_indep
endence

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to exhibit
You applied this VPN cluster configuration to n a Cisco ASA and
the cluster failed to form.
How do you edit the configuration to correct the problem?
A. Configure the cluster IP address.
B. Define the maximum allowable number of VPN connections.
C. Enable load balancing.
D. Define the master/slave relationship.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are using Azure Machine Learning to run an experiment that
trains a classification model.
You want to use Hyperdrive to find parameters that optimize the
AUC metric for the model. You configure a HyperDriveConfig for
the experiment by running the following code:

You plan to use this configuration to run a script that trains
a random forest model and then tests it with validation data.
The label values for the validation data are stored in a
variable named y_test variable, and the predicted probabilities
from the model are stored in a variable named y_predicted.
You need to add logging to the script to allow Hyperdrive to
optimize hyperparameters for the AUC metric. Solution: Run the
following code:
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Use a solution with logging.info(message) instead.
Note: Python printing/logging example:
logging.info(message)
Destination: Driver logs, Azure Machine Learning designer
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-todebug-pipelines
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